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What we did…

➔ Analyzed existing Hive member interviews 

➔ Created shorter poster versions of each story

➔ Interviewed and incorporated insights from additional Hive 
members and under-represented stakeholders

➔ Led annotation / peer analysis sessions on and off line 

➔ Developed and facilitated NYC Hive Design Lab workshop 

➔ Actively participated in the network

➔ Assessed existing digital storytelling infrastructure

➔ Reviewed NYC Hive assets 

➔ Applied project knowledge and memory

In the summer of 2018, PASE and Loup led a process 
of collective reflection and ideation on what Hive NYC 
members achieved together over the last decade. Our 
main goals were to

1. Document the learning, achievements, and assets 
generated by Hive members over the last decade

2. Surface ideas and recommendations as to how 
we might best package, promote, and build on 
these resources

This report documents what we did, what we learned, and 
provides recommendations for further discussion. 

Collective reflection and ideation



Looking across all of our activities, data, and prior 
project knowledge we have identified three themes 
that Hive NYC participants discuss as the value 
proposition of the network both historically and 
what they see going forward. 

➔ Youth Pathways Hive as a space for members to 
to increase opportunities for youth in and beyond 
their programs 

➔ Network Connections Hive as a vehicle for 
members to build strong peer relationships, 
allowing them to better serve youth and advancing 
their career and practices 

➔ Professional Growth Hive as laboratory for peer 
professional development using and modeling the 
same progressive pedagogy that members use in 
their youth development work

Three Hive NYC network 
value proposition themes 



Marc Lesser We feel a tremendous amount of success when we hear about 
young people who came to us in their sophomore year of high 
school and didn’t really have aspirations to go into science, 
technology, or engineering. Then they end up getting 
accepted to a software engineering program or a design 
program in their senior year. That’s kind of a magical moment.

Dixie Ching I was struck by the drop off in social support that teens 
experienced after a program had ended, something Rafi 
and I called a “post-program slump” in support. Framing it 
this way, we hoped, emphasized the core issue — how the 
loss of key relationships and access could influence or even 
stymie an interest.

Jenny Negron Organizations like The Point — a comprehensive, after school 
organization that works with local youth — added digital 
learning programs to their portfolio to engage a group of 
young people, especially in middle school and high school 
students, in different ways. They show students different 
platforms to share the work that they’ve been doing locally 
with the rest of the city.

Headline: Mission first 
tagged over 45 times in annotations

A key motivating factor for why members are invested in 
Hive NYC, the Digital Media & Learning (DML) initiative, 
and looking beyond their home institutions is always 
rooted in and focused on increasing the mobility and 
options for the youth they serve. 

Members see Hive NYC as a way to increase 
opportunities to serve youth in and beyond their 
programs. The network also provides them the space and 
community to advance their personal capacity to better 
achieve individual and institutional missions. 

For Hive NYC, keeping the impacts focused here — even 
when outputs are adult-facing — is a tricky but essential 
key to understanding how to engage Hive members.

Youth Pathways Youth Pathways Quotes





Barry Joseph Before, I would have thought these are all different spaces. 
Different types of institutions. But with Hive, they’re all the 
same to me now — that’s the broadest impact that Hive has 
had. They call us, “Hive hoppers.”  Ariam went from a museum 
to an after school program. I went from an after school 
program to a museum. Chris, went from a museum to Hive. 
Jack went from New York Public Library to Global Kids. 
Juan went from Global Kids to the Seattle Library. 

Gigi Polo A lot of the conversations we have in those meetings — in 
terms of digital literacy, the open web, and how to incorporate 
the motto of Mozilla, and of sharing resources, working 
openly, and collaborating — has really shaped the work 
I have been doing at Parsons for the past 11 years

Emily Long Being a part of the Hive allows us, a very small organization, to 
approach an organization like Bank Street, that’s been around 
for like a hundred plus years and that is just full of so much 
expertise and history. I think it would have been really hard to 
get them to take us seriously if we didn’t share a space like in 
the Hive. Under normal circumstances, approaching them 
would be impossible. 

Headline: Relationships matter 
tagged over 40 times in annotations

The heightened social connectivity of members to each 
other, their institutions, and digital learning pedagogy 
speaks to the deep and wide effect of Hive NYC over 10 
years. 

Humans want to be with other like-minded humans and, 
while this can be ephemeral to capture, it is clearly one 
of the things that Hive NYC members value most. 
Interviewees may have different articulations and 
examples of this, but it prevalent across all stories. 

Members want and seek this connectivity, but can get 
confused or overwhelmed on how or when to engage. 
It will be essential for the network to continue to foster 
relationships, make it easy to engage, and promote 
opportunities to connect. 

Network Connections Network Connections Quotes





Lainie 
Decoursy

The nature of partnerships was very different from the 
background I came from. I learned about what a true 
partnership could be, one that’s not solely financial, but 
understanding of all the other benefits that could come with 
it – like research, building curriculum, strengthening capacity, 
and reaching new audiences. It was all quite new to me.

Gina Tesorieo I was so involved in activities, because I was always hearing  
through other Hivers about things that were happening. 
I would meet a whole new group of people and have a lot of 
opportunities and learning experiences. I liked the back-and- 
forth between people, because it reminded me that I’m not 
the only one that had questions, or I’m not the only one who’s 
enthusiastic about this stuff. If I had a question I could ask — 
that’s what I really liked about Hive NYC.

Lori Benson Every time I would go to another Hive meetup, whether it was 
in person or virtually, I’d be connected to another colleague 
that would give me some advice on the way that we were 
going. This advice was priceless. 

Headline: Hive NYC is a peer learning network 
tagged over 30 times in annotations

Teaching and learning from peers is huge benefit 
that members gain from engaging in the network. 
It is even more powerful when these pedagogies 
match the content and model the processes they 
are using with youth. 

Our interviews and research revealed that there 
are greater gains when these opportunities are 
less transactional and more relational. So delivering 
workshops delivers less value than providing space 
for members to both offer and receive support, 
whether that be practical or theoretical. 

There is a strong feeling of reciprocity across the 
network, which can be described as a culture of 
“giving before taking”. 

Professional Growth Professional Growth Quotes





Capturing Hive NYC’s legacy: conditions and barriers

Conditions

➔ A new instance of Hive NYC in 2019 that has a 
need for telling stories about its past and future

➔ A digital space for Hive that is the central place 
to archive, highlight and present Hive NYC stories 

➔ Channels to share, spread and scale Hive NYC 
stories and work

➔ People to collect, produce and share Hive NYC 
stories

➔ Collaborative project where members invited to 
build upon the stories 

Barriers

➔ Lack of clarity of why and how stories needed 
for new instance of Hive NYC in 2019 

➔ No clear publishing and share plan

➔ Too much content and history make it hard 
to sift through and know what to prioritize

➔ Number of staff, members, and organizations 
over the years make synthesis hard

➔ Speed in which Mozilla transitioned out of 
stewardship
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1 / Create a complete set of network member stories 
Package the five new Hive stakeholder stories into 
long-form interviews (like those on StoryEngine.io/Hive) 
and 500-word posters, to create a complete set that 
network leadership can use and build on.

2 / Publish an oral history Publish a ten-year “Oral 
History of Hive NYC” — to be used as a way to celebrate 
both members and the closing of the first chapter in the 
network’s story.

3 / Leverage existing digital assets Develop a strategic 
plan for Hive NYC’s digital assets and use to amplify the 
network’s story and establish a streamlined yet dynamic 
digital platform to support the network’s next phase.

Recommendations to best capture 
and build on the Hive NYC legacy

https://storyengine.io/hive/
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/15fgXY9Uk0ojn7Is_o_AsULB8tAquvpkBb0smwSD2_EU/edit#slide=id.g3e16d5146e_1_59


Currently there are 15 published StoryEngine interviews 
with Hive NYC members or partners. Each one includes 
a long-form interview and a 500-word synopsis poster. 

At the Hive NYC Design Lab, participants highlighted 
gaps in the range of stakeholder voices. Five additional 
members were added: Lainie Decoursy, Leigh Ross, 
Jennifer Negron, Chris Lawrence, and Yvonne 
Brathwaite. We recommend packaging these stories 
in the same way as the 15, so that they can be bundled 
as a set of 20 and featured prominently in network’s 
2019 relaunch and via digital platforms.

Since StoryEngine is an open methodology with 
robust documentation, Hive members could be easily 
trained to interview each other, building a generative 
knowledge base. 

1 / Create a complete set of 20 
Hive NYC network member stories



Oral history as journalism and as a way to illuminate 
relationships over time has gained popularity, especially 
in online publishing. Examples range from serious, such 
as the Bill Cosby accusations, to the lighthearted, like 
chronicling the history of the television show Friday Night 
Lights. 

This format and technique would work well for Hive NYC 
because it puts participant voice at the center, creates a 
connected narrative and gathers a diversity of 
perspectives on the same subject matter topics.

The following slide provides a closer look on work Loup is 
already doing with this format, as well as a 
recommendation for a larger project.

2 / Publish an oral history

https://niemanstoryboard.org/stories/the-opposite-of-writing/
https://www.thecut.com/2015/07/bill-cosbys-accusers-speak-out.html
http://grantland.com/features/clear-eyes-full-hearts-lose/
http://grantland.com/features/clear-eyes-full-hearts-lose/


Loup will be completing a smaller version of an oral 
history that will illustrate the three value proposition 
themes (Youth Pathways, Network Connections and 
Professional Growth) using existing member voices, 
StoryEngine interviews, workshop notes and other 
documentation. Here is our working draft with the 
Youth Pathways section as an example. This narrative 
can and should be used to establish the next iteration 
of the network

We also think that a more ambitious version of an oral 
history could be developed that could be organized as 
a 10 Year History of Hive NYC rather than by themes. 
The process would recruit and include more voices, 
use programmatic elements like facilitated collaborative 
writing sprints, using the Hive Annotatathon approach to 
animate and organize the co-creation process. This would 
be a bold project that could cement the network’s legacy.

2 / Oral history options

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1942PbUG6jnm0dgiiKK4FQbXtbXi5QK4FUkQ5Oh8b6FI/edit#
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1oorgNBuqWrfZfrOMA2cHmf5lHIKpj5EnjG44P0UN9qA


Hive NYC has existing digital assets and properties that 
can be updated and adapted to serve the network for 
its 2019 relaunch and beyond. These include: the Hive 
website, member directory, and Twitter account — as 
well as a robust branding guide, imagery, and video. Hive 
also has access to Mozilla Pulse, a stream of assets and 
stories that can be used to find, connect to, and promote 
projects with aligned vision, audience, or strategy. 

The challenge: Hive’s digital assets currently lack 
cohesion, partially the result of past experimentation 
and dependencies on Mozilla branding and priorities.

That said, with some investment, these assets can do a 
wonderful job of capturing where Hive has been — and 
where it is going. The following slides provide a deeper 
review and suggestions for next steps.

3 / Digital assets



★ Excellent platform to tell a cohesive 
story about where Hive NYC has 
been and where its going in the next 
phase of network  

★ Established URL and branding 
identity

★ Already best collection of content, 
resources, and member voices 

★ Needs design and information 
architecture refresh 

★ Consider integrating with or linking 
more to the Hive Research Lab 
website

★ Has out-of-date content that can be 
updated for Hive NYC 2019

★ Could be used to build email list and 
launch newsletter communications

Hive Website

https://hiveresearchlab.org/
https://hiveresearchlab.org/


★ Under-utilized resource that could 
provide high value to the network 
as it looks to establish an updated 
governance and membership 

★ Members in interviews, workshops, 
and Hive meetings often mention the 
need for this exact type of network 
connection resources and tools

★ Directory needs updating, but 
currently holds valuable member 
data and contact info

★ Mozilla has codebase, is willing to 
give it away, and will probably delete 
it in 2019 if no action taken

★ Updating the directory can be used 
as a way to engage and inform 
members, reconfirm membership, 
update documentation, make new 
connections

Member Directory



★ Hive’s Twitter account is robust, with 
an eight-year history and over 4,700 
followers — best channel for network 

★ Established hashtag: #hivebuzz

★ Consider starting YouTube channel 
to catalog Hive NYC and member 
produced videos (see slide 22 for 
examples)

★ Consider creating Hive NYC 
LinkedIn Group and affiliation 
branding to validate member 
contributions to the network and 
provide a professional benefit back 
to dedicated members. 

★ Connecting individuals, institutions, 
and organizations to Hive NYC on 
LinkedIn opens a member lead 
channel for connecting and 
collaborating.  

Twitter + YouTube + LinkedIn



★ Need a way to catalog and archive 
the long tail of network projects — 
while nudging users to the Hive 
website and ongoing activities

★ Project gallery on Hive NYC website 
is incomplete, out of date, and 
unattractive, suggest deactivating it 
and using Mozilla Pulse instead

★ Use Mozilla’s Pulse tool and create 
project and resource feed within it

★ Users can sign up and favorite 
projects for future reference

★ Allows Hive NYC work to exist within 
a broader values-aligned peer 
ecosystem that it helped create

★ Excitement, will, and possibly 
money from Mozilla to help if 
Hive reengages them here

Mozilla Network Pulse



★ Hive NYC already has an excellent 
branding guide with accompanying 
digital assets, including templates 
and graphics for partnerships, social 
media, and the web (valued at about 
$6-10k in design fees)

★ Prepared in 2014 under Mozilla and 
for multiple Hive networks, the guide 
and assets are usable as is, and 
could be updated specifically for 
Hive NYC’s new reality

★ Hive photos are another valuable 
communication asset — high-quality 
images that convey the warmth and 
power of the network

★ Videos are another high-value asset 
— footage and clips and can be 
remixed and updated for 2019 and 
beyond (see examples on next page)

Branding + Communication Assets



State of Hive NYC 2015 Photo Booth samplerHive NYC Learning Network and the Hive Digital Media Learning Fund 
in The New York Community Trust

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=czpy0B4gO9k
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4YPvhLD_PJk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4YPvhLD_PJk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=czpy0B4gO9k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=czpy0B4gO9k



